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ABOUT THE MANUSCRIPT

This edited collection aims to present a sound theoretical and empirical basis for understanding the evolving and changing nature of culture in Indian organisations. This collection will incorporate contributions from national and international academics with active interests of researching in organisational culture and management in domestic firms and Indian multinationals. In addition to covering topical issues on culture, this collection offers novel theoretical lenses and methodological approaches to analyse and understand culture in Indian organisations. Rich and reflective case study insights from practitioners and academic reviews balance and integrate the theoretical underpinnings and cultural practices in the transforming tapestry of Indian culture. The use of rich case studies including the high growth sectors such as the IT industry highlight some of the macro and micro level challenges faced by organisations in managing a culture in transition. The editors are keen on including topics such as listed below:

- Understanding culture in Indian organisations  
- Postcolonial understanding of culture  
- Role of cultural literacy in organisations in India  
- Methodological approaches to understanding culture(s)  
- Cross-cultural approaches  
- Cultural integration in Indian and foreign MNCs  
- Diffusing culture in internationalisation  
- Managing cultural challenges for Indian immigrants and expatriates in India  
- Corruption, culture and business organisations  
- Spirituality and culture in Indian organisations
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This paper illustrates the emergence of transitive culture in Asia, especially focusing on India, by documenting transitive behavior changes due to the introduction of mobile phones and internet technology, in urban and rural areas. This cultural transition, which includes creation of new cultural behavior, many a time connecting the past with the present state, could be termed as Transitive Culture according to Sathik and Senthil Kumar [19]. Transitive Culture, in its broadest sense, is behavior as it is being cultivated, or cultured, that connects the accumulated experience of the past with the present way of life influenced.